Middle Anglo-Saxon Ansate Brooches

Classification

Classification here is simple, based upon the terminal shape. General decorative elements, such as ‘incised decoration’ or ‘ring and dot’ were also noted. Only basic terminal shapes are shown here.

Circular terminals

PAS no. SF-0CB2C2

Cruciform terminals

PAS no. NMS-F8BE81

Diamond terminals

PAS no. NLM745

Hexagonal terminals

PAS no. SF-EB5546

Lobed terminals

PAS no. SF179

Pointed terminals

PAS no. SF-8E07A2
Oval terminals

PAS no. NMS-E05684

Rectangular terminals (‘Caterpillar type’)

PAS no. NLM965

Square terminals

PAS no. HAMP-7E4768

Trefoil terminals

PAS no. HAMP470

Note:
The database includes reference to several terminal shapes not listed above. These are:
- Triangular
- Facetted
- Fan

No images were available for these objects, and were classified from the object description given by PAS.